VIRTUAL FORUM YOUTH AND CLIMATE IN THE MEDITERRANEAN +25
Global Justice, Migrations and Gender Workshop
SCI Catalunya, together with the Youth Council of Barcelona and the Catalan National Youth Council,
has organized the thematic block about Global Justice, Migrations and Gender in the frame of the
Virtual Forum on Youth and Climate in the Mediterranean.
The effects of the current ecological crisis, caused by capitalist system and neoliberal ideology, despite
having a global dimension, affect in an unequal way, people and regions crossed by different
oppression structures like racism, neo-colonialism and patriarchy. For this reason, we will be talking
about global ecosocial debt, climate refugees and ecofeminist demands, while incorporating an
intersectional perspective and conflict analysis approach from a Peacebuilding point of view. We will
count on other organisations to develop the content in 3 sessions:
Session 1: How do we get out of this? Green deals for post pandemic recovery
When? 9th December 4-6 pm CET
Goals:
•
•
•

Define the concept of climate justice
Share tools of macro analysis of the current situation
Facilitate the discussion around global justice

Speaker:
Alfons Pérez, Observatori del Deute en la Globalització
Content
We will be talking about the general situation of emergency from the perspective of social ecology.
The current pandemic context will be addressed from the point of view of global justice, ecofeminisms and decolonisation. We will tackle the concepts of extractivism, financialization, work,
greenwashing with a focus on Green Deals as recovery plans after the pandemic.
The session will consist of 2 first theoretical parts of analysis followed by group discussions held
through the Zoom application:
•
•

40 minutes of presentation + debate
40 minutes of presentation + debate

Session 2: Privilege, oppression, resistance: incorporating an intersectional perspective
When? 10th December 10-12 am CET
Goals:

•
•
•

Define the concept of intersectionality as a tool for conflict analysis
Identify which aspects of society consist of an oppression
Incorporate the privilege analysis

Speaker:
Rosa Frasquet, L’Etnogràfica
Content
In this session, we will share a theoretical introduction to intersectionality and intersectional
feminisms, providing tools for the application of this perspective into conflict analysis and
organisations’ projects. We would like to generate reflections to raise awareness to be able to analyse
privilege and oppression, incorporate intersectional perspective and a critical point of view of society
to fight discrimination.
The session will consist of a first theoretical part followed by a group discussion held through the Zoom
application.

Session 3: Learning by doing: a peace building simulation
When? 10th December 4-6 pm CET
Goals:
•
•
•

Analyse a specific international conflict using the perspectives shared in the 2 previous sessions
Share personal experiences through the methodologies learned before
Share analysis tools of an international conflict

Facilitators:
Laura Curull, Antonella Di Matteo i Júlia Mullerat, Servei Civil Internacional de Catalunya
Content
In the last session, we will organize a group dynamic to simulate the analysis of a current conflict. Each
of the participants will have a specific role in the conflict to analyse it together from different
perspectives. The idea is to simulate a situation connected to migrations and the actors taking part in
this conflict situation. Depending on the number of participants, the activity will be organized in small
groups.
The session will consist on the following parts:
•
•
•

General presentation of the topic: refugee crisis and migration conflict between Morocco and
Spain
Presentation of Peacebuilding process and introduction to the simulation method
Conflict analysis: Which are the actors involved and how is the situation developing? Analysis
of power relations and alliances.

•
•

Conflict management: How to solve it? Share the factors that help conflict resolution from a
Peacebuilding perspective.
Conclusions and good practices.

